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Powering the Youth
Olympics
AFN proudly provided the equipment for the hockey tournament in 2018 Summer Youth Olympics
in Buenos Aires, Argentina; which led to the historic win for both Malaysia and Argentina.

Making a Mark in
the Asian Games
AFN contributed the range of equipment
for track and field, hockey, football, rugby,
beach volleyball, volleyball, basketball
and SMG maintenance kit for the 18th
Asian Games.

Our best, too, goes beyond the nature of our
business. On 12th of October, we embarked on
a CSR project in collaboration with Magic Bus,
an international NGO working towards a world
in which children break out oft he cycle of
poverty. We engaged more that than 1000
number of beneficiaries whom are children and
gave them the opportunity to enjoy the possibility to do sports.

We are delighted to introduce you to our very
first AFN NEWS publication produced internally
right at the heart of AFN operations in
Malaysia. We make every effort possible to
engage with our clients as well as our business
partners and this periodical is one of the many. Needless to say, we are profoundly passionate
about what we do because of its power to unite
Let us start of by expressing our deepest
people regardless of creed, background or
gratitude on behalf of AFN to everyone who language. After toiling behind the scenes to
has been part of our journey so far, especially equip the stage, we are proud to stand among
our clients. Since our humble beginnings in the millions of supporters, applauding the glory
2013, we’ve gone from strength to strength and of our sportsmen and sportswomen.
this year we made our mark at the 18th Asian
Games in Jakarta, Indonesia and The 2018 Thank you for believing in our dream too.
Summer Youth Olympics Games in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. These achievements are a
testament to not only our competences – but
perhaps more importantly – your trust in our
capabilities.
At AFN, we believe in quality and pursue
perfection without compromise. We live and
breathe these values from the moment we
draw up orders to the last lick of paint on our
products. We take painstaking measures to
ensure only the finest leaves our gates so that
you get to experience the best we have to offer,
every step of the way.
Magic Bus is an international
NGO working towards a world in
which children break out of the
cycle of poverty, leading fulfilling
lives and contributing positively
to their communities.
By delivering programmes based on an activity-based
curriculum, Magic Bus aims to ensure that children
complete secondary education and are equipped with
the life skills and knowledge they need to eventually
transition to employment.
Magic Bus has been active in Myanmar since 2016
and has successfully expanded across Thanlyin and
Hlaing Thar Yar townships in Yangon. Youth Mentors
conduct 47 weekly sessions targeted at 11 to 14-year
olds, providing a range of activities to develop
children’s communication, teamwork and
problem-solving skills. AFN supports Magic Bus.
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The Youth Olympic Games is an international
multi-sport event organized bythe International
Olympic Committee or the IOC. The creation of
the youth version ofthe Olympic games was
approved in 2007 and the committee agreed
that the games would be held every four years
in staggered summer and winter events. The
first summer version was held in Singapore in
August 2010 while the first winter version was
held in Austria in January 2012.
Among the many sports featured in the Youth
Olympics, field hockey is one of the most closely followed rosters. Held from 7 to 14 October,
the format for this event was Hockey 5s, which
is a 5 a-side tournament played in a smaller
field compared to a larger 10 a-side match of
the same sports. The tournament took place at
the Parque Polideportivo Roca in Buenos
Aires, Argentina and was contested by 12
teams in both boys and girls category.
AFN played a pivotal role in setting the stage
for the action-packed hockey tournament by
supplying the International Hockey Federation
or FIH standard goal posts. FIH is a 90-year old
authority that aims to raise the global status
and popularity of hockey. To achieve their
objectives, FIH demands equipment of the
highest quality and AFN is proud to be able to
meet the supreme standards set by the
federation.
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Buenos Aires, October 19th, 2018
Ref.: Hockey 5’s Sport Equipment – AFN Sports
To whom it may concern,
The Hockey 5’s competition in Buenos Aires 2018 Youth Olympic Games used
equipment supplied by AFN Sports, as the awarded supplier in Buenos Aires
City Government Hockey 5’s equipment public tender.
This equipment was installed in the Hockey 5’s training, warm-up and
competition venue in the Youth Olympic Park.
We would like to acknowledge the professionalism and goodwill of all AFN
Sports technicians who were very committed to provide the best training and
competition conditions which resulted in a successful event.
The feedback we received from the delegations and FIH Technical Delegate
was very positive.
I can recommend without hesitation AFN Sports Hockey 5’s equipment and
services.
Respectfully,
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In the recent years FIH (International Hockey Federation) has worked on a new type of hockey:
the hockey 5s. This exciting new format is played with less players (5 per team) on a smaller
field in three 15-minute periods. The smaller number of players makes it easier to find sufficient
players for a game. The smaller field makes the game faster and creates more goal chances.
The shorter periods allow not so fit players to enjoy the game as well and go all out. Additionally,
there is no draws. If both teams scored evenly at the end of 3 periods, an overtime will be added
to determine the winner. The playing field is surround by rebound boards, which keep the ball
inside the playing field.
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The Asian Games, which is recognized by the
International Olympic Committee or IOC as the
second largest multi-sport event after the
Olympic Games first began in 1951 in New
Delhi, India. In August 2018, Indonesia took on
the mantle to host the 18th installment of the
prestigious games.
Powering the Asian Games was AFN, who is
the official supplier of a range of equipment for
track and field, hockey, football, volleyball,
rugby, beach volleyball, basketball and SMG
maintenance kit. AFN is honoured to supply
quality equipment for a wide range of sports in
one of the most historic installment of the
series as Indonesia defied expectations to
hold a smooth games.
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Water Ditch Hurdle with Synthetic Crossbar
The water ditch hurdle is made from aluminium legs and a crossbar.
The crossbar is made from synthetic material with an integrated
aluminium core. The water ditch hurdle can be adjusted in height. The
heights are 76.2 cm and 91.4 cm. The crossbar measures a total
length of 3.66 m. The crossbar is square in shape and measures a
width of 12.7 cm. The synthetic material is more durable to weather
influences compared to common wooden crossbars.
Order No 10410/ SY Synthetic Crossbar

Take Off Board Competition Alu/Synthetic
The take-off board lockable and height adjustable is made from an aluminium core with a synthetic finishing. It is made from special aluminium profiles which support the training as well
as the competition inserts. The dimension fits
perfectly the installation trough and is equipped
with stainless steel vertical adjustment bolts to
level the take-off board, and with horizontal
ones to secure it to the installation trough,
preventing it from moving during use. The
take-off area is a wear and tear part and can be
replaced separately. Once the take-off board is
in the right place it can be locked to maintain
the required position.
Order No. 40155
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Hockey 5s Rebound Board Mobile “COMPETITION”
The hockey 5s rebound board competition is
made from special aluminium profiles. The
boards are equipped with a special foam,
which is surrounded by a PVC cover. The
rebound boards can be locked with each other
easily. They measure a height 25 cm. One set
consists of corner pieces and straight pieces.
One set is designed to cover a full pitch of 48 x
31.76 m. The front cover is designed in a way
to give the required ball return. Therefore, a
special foam was chosen to create the ball
rebound to keep the game exciting. To
enhance the lifetime of this product the foam is
covered in weatherproof PVC. The item is
designed for competitions of the highest FIH
standards.
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“Be ensured that your field is built
to the highest standard in the
Industry!”
-Acousto Scan

FIH 5S Global Elite
Buenos Aires' iconic Youth Olympic Games
showcasing the vibrance of the youth.
28 games featured in the summer program.
First FIH 5S Global Elite pitch in the world at
the Youth Olympic Park in Buenos Aires.

Travelling Around The
World With FIFA...!
With Over 4 billion fans globally, football is
without any doubt the most followed sport in
the world.
Working with FIFA globally to ensure the
highest Quality standards for the players.
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Tennis is an accessible sport
that is enjoyed by anyone
regardless of age, gender,
status or level.
Affiliated laboratories all over the world are
working closely with the ITF, International
Tennis Federation, ensuring an optimum
playing experience for the tennis players.

Being 106 years old Association IAAF continues to adapt
through the centuries offering
a dynamic approach to this
Life – enhancing sport and
admiring the athletes. IAAF focuses on
providing athletes with the highest quality of
tracks built to their highest standards.

FIBA, the International Basketball
Federation, is Founded by 8 Nations and
now brings together 213 National Basketball
Federations from all over the world.
-Envision the goal of promoting the game of
basketball, uniting the Basketball community
from all over the globe.
-Having a huge player and fan base
estimated 450 million.
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For Any Testing Inquiries:
Acousto-Scan Pty Ltd
44/59 Halstead street, South Hurstville
NSW 2221 Sydney, Australia
Phone/Whatsapp: +66-88 78 20 711
Email: anthony@acoustoscan.com.au

MixMatic

PlanoMatic

StrukturMatic

M6008

P928

S122

Fully automatic continuous mixer for binder
and rubber granules.

Fully automatic paver for elastic layers, elastic subbases,
athletic tracks and multipurpose sports surfaces.

Spraying machine for structured spray coatings
and primer.

SportChamp

SandMatic

TurfMuncher

SC2

B2005

TM2000D

Multifunctional ride-on machine for the advanced
maintenance of artificial turf.

Ride-on machine for the filling of artificial turf.

Self-propelled machine for the removal of
artificial turf.

us @ these exhibitions :
Meet
23.06. - 25.06.2019
EISENACH (GERMANY)

Consulting, demonstrations, testing phase, incentives, leasing,
funding, hire purchase – please do not hesitate to contact us.

05.11. - 08.11.2019
COLOGNE (GERMANY)

Made in Germany

SMG Sportplatzmaschinenbau GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Straße 3
DE - 89269 Vöhringen (Germany)
Phone +49 (0) 73 06 / 96 65 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 73 06 / 96 65 - 50
info@smg-gmbh.de
www.smg-gmbh.de
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PlanoMatic
P703

SC3D4HL

Fully automatic paver for athletic tracks
and multipurpose sports surfaces.

Multifunctional ride-on machine for the
advanced maintenance of artificial turf.

The PlanoMatic P703 is a new edition of the PlanoMatic series P700/P702. It is a fully
automatic paver with a screed width of 2,800 mm enabling installation widths of
maximum 2,700 mm.

synthetic sport surfaces can be cleaned and maintained according to the manufactur-

The highest installation speed is 4.5 metres per minute, thus providing a theoretical
performance of approx. 730 m²/h. P703 is designed specifically for the professional
installation of athletic running tracks. With a weight of 850 kg and a narrow chain
drive unit of 80 mm, the machine is easy to manoeuvre.

The operating principle of the SportChamp SC3 has not changed:
In a single operation, SportChamp levels the infill material of filled surfaces with its
steerable, low-wear brush and eliminates contamination at the same time. Thus the
infill material will be loosened and the fibre will be put upright again. Impurities will
be vacuumed into a large-volume filter box during the surface maintenance. The robust filter unit with high pulling power is controlled automatically and cleaned within
minutes. Since the filter box opens for emptying automatically, you must no longer
remove it for emptying.

The installation widths can be selected individually; thicknesses are adjustable from
6 to 50 mm. An integrated automatic levelling device supports the even installation.

SC3D4HL will facilitate and accelerate all necessary care tasks.

Made in Germany

SMG Sportplatzmaschinenbau GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Straße 3
DE - 89269 Vöhringen (Germany)
Phone +49 (0) 73 06 / 96 65 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 73 06 / 96 65 - 50
info@smg-gmbh.de
www.smg-gmbh.de
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I ndonesia Sportexpo @ Foru m
Lo cation : Jakarta
Date : 20 - 24 March 2019

Chi na Sportsh ow
Lo cation : Sha ng hai
Date : 23 - 26 May 2019

A rchidex
Lo cation : Kuala Lu mpu r
Date : 3 - 6 July 2019

National Sports Convention
Lo cation : Mel bo u rne
Date : 23 - 25 July 2019

Sport I ndia
Lo cation : Del hi
Date : 29 – 31 Aug ust 2019

BigFive
Lo cation : Du bai
Date : November 2019

ASBA Tech n ical Meeti ng
Lo cation : Orla ndo, Florida
Date : 6 - 10 December 2019
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IS PLEASED TO INVITE YOU TO THE

4th AFN CONFERENCE 2019

22 TURF MAINTENANCE
DEMO
nd

th

th

6 & 7 May 2019

Register with us at www.afnsport.com.my
For more Information, Contact us at
sales@afnsports.com.my
+60 3 3372 2008

IS PLEASED TO INVITE YOU TO VISIT US AT THE
FSB 2019 TRADESHOW

Tuesday, November 5 to
Friday, November 8, 2019

Cologne Exhibition Centre,
Germany

Tickets are available at www.afnsports.com.my
We look forward to meet you at our stand to introduce our latest products and
explore new possibilities together!
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IS THE APPOINTED SUPPLIER FOR
TRACK AND FIELD EQUIPMENT

For More Information, Please Contact us
Lot 10998, Jalan Sungai Jati, 41000 Klang, Selangor, Malaysia
+60 3 3372 2008

+60 16 228 1025

sales@afnsports.com.my

